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About This Content

The custom parts contained are there to help you take out special types of creatures.

There are 6 weapons and 28 parts in all. Parts include Giant Rabbit's Foot 3, Green Belt 3, Poisonous Lure 3, Hunting Gear 3,
Dehumanizer 3, and more.
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OS:Windows® XP
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resident evil revelations resistance set. resident evil revelations resistance set dlc

I'm a huge fan of carnival arcade games, and Pierhead Arcade is one of my favorite games! There are a good amount of choices
and I would love to have even more content added. I wish there were more games like this!. short but fun. Tedious
micromanagement game with lame cutscenes. The game wants me to manage each police car and its patrol route, hiring and
firing, promoting - that I understand. But micromanaging csi, interviewing witnesses, etc,? Who the heck trained these
detectives? Why should I have to continually go back to the crime scene on the clunky map and click on each eyewitness,
thereby directing the detective to take a statement? No, what else is the detective going to do? Just stand there and stare at the
walls? Wouldn't it be a realistic assumption that the detective knows to interview people? Really all you should have to do is
send them to the crime scene.

The only part that lacks micromanagement is the part where it should be most important - apprehending suspects. Your patrol
units just charge them head on no matter how well they're armed. You cant direct them to take cover or draw fire, or stagger
your approach. I think here, the opportunity for a real "police tactics" game was missed.

Still, I'd recommend giving it a try if it's cheap enough on sale. But only because there are only a couple of other police-chief
simulators out there that arent much better. And if you're in the mood for that sort of thing well..... Fun & entertaining, although
in my opinion, not quite like the first two in the series, which truly invoked fear and emotion in me. ALTHOUGH, I have NOT
played straight through with the NEW cinematics added, so fingers crossed, & update to follow. I would say this entry may be
more coherent and smooth gameplay-wise, and hopefully the fleshed out final version does live up to be the (finale'?) of the
series' that kind of brings it together..
**UPDATE** O.K. with all the features and graphics revised I DO consider this way up to par with the others if not by far,
much more creepy. I am truly amazed at just how good it has been brought together by the devs, and it truly manages to freak
me out EVEN after already playing a while back, it strikes up the perfect balance of memories and being like whoah I don't
remember that;) All in all a great treat, especially for the longer term fans that have been here throughout, what a great
experience, I love it... Uh... Tetris with a twist? I guess? I dunno. Game wasn't for me. Too little puzzling and too much trial-and-
error timed objectives. Game was more frustrating and repeitive than fun and stimulating. Can't say I recommend.. this episode
was ok. it introduced a few new characters , learned more about the bracelets , and got a snippet of character developement
from each of the playable characters that will hopefully be built upon in the next episode. it does enough to make me want to
play the next episode.. Watching the tutorial was more entertaining than playing the game.. Anarchy online (2001) is one of the
most original MMO's out there. It is a well aged relic from past from the times when players were far more hardcore and games
far more time consuming. Main Strengths of this lovely game is unique gameworld. This game resembles me from Diku-MUDS
which were a sort of predecessors of modern MMORPGS in 90\u2019s.
It is pretty obvious that AO has had enormous impact to development of other more modern themepark MMO's.

The game is pretty time consuming when compared to newer MMO's, in a good and bad sense.

Even the graphics seem outdated the atmosphere in AO is great. Music is captivating. Most of the professions are very unique
like crat, trader, fixer or MP. AO is one of the few games where I feel to be in a another dimension when I play it.
Character speed can be increased with skill and it is thus relative. This is a great feature. I hate MMOs where you move around
slowly.

However, It is a shame that AO was neglected so many years by it\u2019s developer.
I have played Conan and TSW and while I like both games they are not as good as AO.

While current lead dev is doing great job, I feel it is too late. AO would need massive improvements to be able compete with big
titles. I doubt it will ever happen even with potential funds coming from STEAM playerbase. Just imagine what AO would be if
it were developed like EVE Online (2003) by CCP?

TSW mechanics and gearing system is one of the best FUNCOM have created. I think that they should take TSW gearing
system and adapt it to AO. This would greatly improve this game. Of course it would make some old vets unhappy. Current
system where you need to use twinking gear to wield good weapons and armor is just too outdated, unbalanced and time
consuming for younger players.

Overall, if you really want to explore the past of MMORPG history and you are not afraid from grindy content you should give
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a try and experience this game.. I prefer the original name for this game "poked in the♥♥♥♥♥♥by a massive ♥♥♥♥ing bear
is more fun than this♥♥♥♥♥♥quot;

1♥♥♥♥♥♥out of 10 cups for this crap.. Hi I got this awhile back, was a bit wobbly at first but I'm used to it now.
I like the ability to go pretty much where i like, fish from the kayak, or the shore, or land the kayak.. then fish
I would recommend this, i got on promo when first released, adds a new twist to things and although not perfect it's pretty good.
Don't forget if you buy this DLC, the kayaks will be in your home storage, you must go home and put in your backpack, well....
under your paper doll in your inventory, this will replace the for rent kayak on the available maps.
I hope to see more maps unlocked for this, more chilling out fishing.. like all the DLC for fishing planet, you don't need to buy
anything, just be careful to earn your money at each map, stay a few days, make a profit and then travel.Youtube guides will
help.

Grab a DLC or 2, see what you like, i think this one is pretty good. Enjoy your game :)
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I was really unsure if I was going to get this at first, while I enjoyed the heck out of Spartan Assault, this looks like more of the
same. However, while shallow, there's a fun top down shooter with great art within this, and arguably best of all, your purchase
might help Microsoft realize PC gamers also want the real Halo games, buy it if you're a fan.. It has a solid base to work off of
and this could be the first story driven open world vrrpg like game that really takes off. That being said I have a couple of
critiques. First of all the melee attack definitely needs haptic feedback, the weightlessness of the shield makes it seem as though
you are flailing your arm around for no reason. Second of all the telekinesis doesn't have any proper way to throw back at an
enemy other than moving your arm side to side, this is an issue that might not be able to be fixed since that's just the way
telekinesis works (but it becomes frustrating trying to toss back at an enemy). Finally my biggest problem with the game is the
blocky style of the graphics. Now don't get me wrong I actually prefer stylized graphics (overwatch) over realistic graphics
(battlefield) but the character models are incredibly blocky and the non moving sky and the water textures are very immersion
breaking. I wouldn't expect you guys to add lip syncing or anything but the faces definitely need a bit of an overhaul specifically
the eyes. All that being said I would give the work so far a 7\/10. I am very excited to see what else comes from this project..
Ok, not more worth then 5 dollars. Enough said.. Cool interactive game! My little sisters love playing this game so much.. Meh.
Normally I absolutely love games like this,but I found this extremely text heavy on a subject that basically didn't interest me in
the slightest. Like you would greet someone and have to filter through 10 walls of text. I basically gave up and killed someone to
end the boredom. ;__;. Wow it is really fun game that I can play again.
Single player mode is kind of like Arcanoid, you can shoot the blocks and get more balls depend on your energy, multiplayer
mode is like Air hockey and this could be very fun game at VR player with my friend.

Hope to see more people at the multiplayer.. The Ball is a first-person puzzle game where you can control a single giant item -
the Ball - via attraction and repulsion. Using these abilities, you then use the ball to solve a variety of chambers, working your
way through the game to its finish. Additionally, the Ball can be used as a weapon to take down enemies that attack you, leading
to a bit of first-person crowd handling while you maneuver them into a position where you can mow them down.

In addition to the core story, there are a couple other modes, such as survival mode where you seek to survive successive waves
of enemies.

The core gameplay itself is quite solid, and the puzzles are fun, if a tad too long - much of the scenery is repetative, so it feels
padded and artificially stretched out. Additionally, while I found survival mode to be quite fun, the combat which is put into the
main storyline feels a little out of place.

Ultimately, if you enjoyed other first person puzzle games such as Portal, you'll probably find something to like in this game.
While it's not quite up to that series' quality, there's a good bit of fun to be had.. Most people dont like the game because its a
2D rts which is something people dont like.

Other then that its fun. Brilliant sandboxy multiplayer game.

The game might feel a little limited at first, but you'll quickly discovered there's much fun to be had when playing with other
people. The soundtrack is great, the graphics are great, and the gameplay is a lot of fun, no matter which class you are.

My only gripes would be that the island is too hard to navigate via ground-based means (lots of long detours to get around
water), and that helicopters and planes are just too hard to shoot down from the ground (or the air for that matter).

Highly recommended.. A game based on my own music and my music library, sign me up!

I'm a huge rhythm game fan and when I heard about Signal to Noise and how I could use my own music library I was
immediately interested. The gameplay is easy to pick up and play and is very addicting. Though the game is not without its
faults, there have been random crashes here and there and have had some controller issues. I know Solanimus will continue to
support the game and improve on many of its features. The tech behind the game is very impressive and I\u2019m excited to
see it expand within Signal to Noise. If you are a fan of music games or want to try something new give Signal to Noise a try you
might find yourself getting lost within the visuals and your music for a few hours.
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